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The Hair metal is big business. Bigger than it has ever been before. There are currently
more of them than punk. But for a company based in California, to go and make a hair

metal album is an achievement of sorts. The first example of this is simply a compilation of
remixes of tracks from two of their previous albums, Queensrÿche’s Operation: Mindcrime
and Moby Dick’s North. The latter was originally released in 1999, and Queensrÿche’s The

Warning was released the same year. It is by no means an understatement to say that
Queensrÿche have been a consistent force in the hair metal scene for years. Not only have

they put out numerous albums, their live shows are more than memorable. They have
managed to maintain an air of superiority over the other hair bands, with their loose

dynamic and their dark imagery. In short, they’re a metal band. So what do we have here?
Something which is significant in that it’s proof that what started as a metal band is now a
hair metal band. It’s also interesting to see how things have changed. Eenie meenie miney

moe was really the genre, with the likes of Metallica and Deep Purple coming in as the
metal bands who caused the birth of the hair metal explosion. Queensrÿche were the most
successful of the hair bands, and with the help of their slick management they went on to
become the biggest. In the hands of Michael Wilton, the director of The Human League’s
Dare album, things have changed for Queensrÿche. It’s a strange album to say the least. It’s
between the two extremes of the hair metal album. It has the flair of grunge, but the music
is only semi-metal. It’s like a grunge band with some of the best metal musicians around.

For a start, when I say ‘some’, I mean vocalist Mike Stone is featured on the album. For the
rest of the band it is a rather fresh and youthful-sounding bunch. It’s interesting to compare
how different Wilton’s films are to each other. Dare is more of the type of work of which

you would expect from a Human League album. It’s a dark record, with much more
introspective and introverted material, which made for a
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